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Abstract





(sl(m=n)). The rst superalgebra we constructed earlier as the
dual of the multiparameter quantum deformation of the supergroup GL(m=n). The second
superalgebra is a Hopf subalgebra of the rst for a special choice of the parameters. The
representations are labelled by m+n integer numbers, respectively m+n  1 complex
numbers, and act in the space of formal power series of (m + n)(m + n   1)=2 non-
commuting variables, of which mn are odd and the rest are even. These variables




The extension of the activity on quantum groups to the eld of supersymmetry was started
with the paper of Manin [1], where the standard multiparametric quantum deformation
of the supergroup GL(m=n) was introduced. These deformations of GL(m=n) were fur-
ther studied in, e.g., [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. (For the non-standard
two-parameter deformations of GL(1=1) we refer to [12], [13], [14].) In the case of one-
parametric deformation the superalgebra U
q





(sl(m=n)) were studied in, e.g., [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35]. However, there
was not much study of the multiparameter deformations of U(gl(m=n)) and U(sl(m=n))
and their interrelations, namely, two-parameter deformations were obtained for m = n = 1
in [36], [5], [8], and multiparameter deformations of U(sl(m=n)) were obtained in [37],
and of U(sl(m=1)) in [38]. However, until recently the superalgebra in duality with the
standard multiparameter deformation GL
uq
(m=n) was not known. This dual Hopf super-
algebra, which we denote as U  U
uq
(gl(m=n)), was found in [39]. There were also





(sl(m=n)). (For m = n = 1 the latter holds
always.)
In the present paper we construct the induced holomorphic representations of U and
U
0
. The representations are labelled by m+n integer numbers, respectively m+n 1 com-
plex numbers and act in the space of formal power series of (m + n)(m + n  1)=2 non-
commuting variables, of which mn are odd and the rest are even. These variables generate
a q-deformation of a ag supermanifold of the supergroupGL(m=n), respectively SL(m=n).
The construction is achieved by using the Gauss decomposition of the generators of the
multiparameter matrix quantum supergroup A  GL
uq
(m=n). We use it to give a new
basis ofA which we use as expansion basis for our functions and which has convenient prop-
erties w.r.t. the right action of U . Namely, we impose the conditions of right covariance
[40] in order to eliminate the dependence of our functions on the strictly upper diagonal
generators in the Gauss decomposition, while the dependence on the diagonal generators
in the Gauss decomposition is xed for all functions. These xed powers of the diagonal
generators are the integer numbers which parametrize our representations. For u = q = 1
our representations coincide with the holomorphic representations induced from the upper





is the strictly upper diagonal supergroup of G. That is why we call our representations
induced. Further, we enforce the conditions under which U
0
is a Hopf superalgebra. Then
we can set the superdeterminant to unity and consider the representations of U
0
. Finally,
we eliminate also the dependence on the diagonal generators of the Gauss decomposition.
This is done invariantly, so that the representation parameters remain in the matrix ele-
ments. For u = q = 1 these latter representations coincide with the standard holomorphic
representations induced from B and acting on the coset G=B. These representations can
be extended to arbitrary complex values of the m+ n  1 representations parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the multiparameter matrix
quantum supergroup A and the dual multiparameter Hopf superalgebra U . In Section 3
we give the left and right actions of U on A. In Section 4 we give the Gauss decomposition
of the generators of A and a new basis of A. In Section 5 we give the explicit construction
of the induced representations of U and U
0
. Section 6 contains an Outlook. There are also
three Appendices.
3
2. Multiparameter deformation of GL(m/n) and the dual superalgebra
The multiparameter quantum deformation A = GL
uq
(m=n) of the supergroupGL(m=n)
was introduced rst in [1], and later, in a slightly dierent form, in [11]. It is generated by























































































































































where b denotes the parity, which for the indices is dened by:
b
I = 0 if I = i = 1; :::;m
and
b















N) (mod 2). Thus,
the supermatrixM is in the so-called standard form, so that the elements of A and D are
even and those of B and C are odd. We shall not need explicitly the basis of A which
was introduced in [39], but we shall use the fact that it is homogeneous, i.e., each element
of the basis has a denite parity.












































. We also recall that for a superbialgebra the coproduct preserves the





The Hopf superalgebra U  U
uq
(gl(m=n)) which is in duality with GL
uq
(m=n) was
found in [39]. Naturally U is a multiparameter deformation of the superalgebra
U(gl(m=n)). We have shown that as a commutation algebra we have the classical struc-






 Z, where U
0
is isomorphic to
the standard one-parametric deformation U
u
(sl(m=n)), and Z is central in U for m 6= n.




is not a Hopf subalgebra unless m = n = 1 or some special relations between
the parameters exist. These special relations were established in [39] and used to obtain
explicit multiparameter Hopf superalgebra deformations of U(sl(m=n)) which we use
here.





I = 1; : : : ;m +























; I = 1; : : : ; m + n   1, d
1




= : : : =  d
m+n
= 1,


































































































= 0 ;  =  (2:4f)
where c
IJ




, ( = u  u
 1
).











m = n. Here K is the standard central generator of gl(m=n), being given in the dening
matrix representation by 1
m+n
. The generator K is not used for m = n since then it
belongs also to the Cartan subalgebra of sl(m=m)), (being a linear combination of the H
I
).
For m = n we introduce the generator
~
K which belongs to the Cartan subalgebra of




































































































(K) = K 
K; "
U















































































































































































































































, K, only X

m
are odd, while the rest are
even.
As we said we shall also use the conditions on the deformation parameters that de-
couple K
0
from P and Q, namely
~q
I
= 1 : (2:11)
If (2.11) holds then U
0
is a Hopf subalgebra of U [39]. Note that for m = n = 1 (2.11)
holds always.
















































































































m = n (2:13b)
where
~
I = 1 if I = m and 0 otherwise.
The pairing between arbitrary elements of U and A follows from the properties of the






3. Left and right actions of U and U
0
We begin by dening two actions of the dual algebra U on A. First we introduce (as in

























where in the second line we have used (2:3a). From (3:1) we nd the explicit action of the






















































































































m = n (3:3b)


















In order to derive the action of (y) on A we shall use the general form [42], which is the








So the action on the product of two homogeneous elements may be calculated using the























































































































































For K we have:
(K) = ((K)) (K) (3:9)
















































































































































































































; m = n (3:13b)
Next we introduce the right action of U following [41] (cf. also [43], where it is called
left action and denoted by 
l


































where y 2 U .







































































































































m = n (3:16b)























In order to derive the action 
R
(y) on A we shall use the general form [42], which is the














So the action of an arbitrary homogeneous element y 2 U on the product of two homo-
























































































































































































































































































































































































m = n (3:25b)
10
4. Basis via Gauss decomposition
Until here we have used implicitly the basis for A given in [39], however, it is not suitable
for the construction of the induced representations following [40], [41]. From the latter
references we know that the suitable basis is via the use of a Gauss decomposition. The
point is that we shall use right covariance [40] to reduce the number of variables on which




that their right action will annihilate our functions. It so happens that this right action
will annihilate automatically the 'lower triangular' and 'diagonal' entries of the Gauss
decomposition. Thus, right covariance eliminates dependence on the 'upper triangular'
entries of the Gauss decomposition. Right covariance with respect to the Cartan generators
means that their right action will be scalar on our functions. For this it is sucient that the
right action of the Cartan generators will be scalar on the 'lower triangular' and 'diagonal'
entries of the Gauss decomposition.
We give the simple cases m = n = 1 and m = 2; n = 1 in Appendix A and Appendix
B, resp. Below we treat the general case.





























is the inverse of the quantum matrix A. Furthermore, the quantum matrices A















where the index L indicates the strictly lower triangular matrix (with units on the main
diagonal), D for the diagonal matrix and U for the strictly upper triangular matrix (with











































In fact, the elements of the quantum matrix A are even and their commutation rela-
tions are that of GL
uq
(m), so we can get its Gauss decomposition directly from [41]. For
11



















: : : a
(r)r
























are invertible; note that D
m
is just the quantum determinant of A (we will denote it by
D
A
). Further, for the ordered set I = fi
1
< : : : < i
r
g and J = fj
1































































































































where  is an arbitrary product of a
jl
with 1  j; l  m. Then, using (3:15b; d) one can









= 0; forL = f1; : : : lg;8N (4:12)


























To calculate the right action of X
+
I




















: : : a
ij























: : : a
ij








denote the cyclic permutations:

i
= fi; : : : 1g; 
0
j
= fj; : : :mg (4:16)



















































































Now we have to calculate the right action on F
l










































































It remains now to calculate the right action of X
+
I
on the lower triangular matrix H
L
and the diagonal one H
D
. Note that the dening commutation relations of GL
uq
(m=n) in

















































































= 1 if I > J and 0 otherwise. (For n = 0 and q
i
= u, 8i, the above
relations will reduce to the RTT relations for GL
u
(m), [44].) On the other hand, starting
from (4.22) one can prove that the matrix H satises the same super-RTT equation with
all indices are odd. This is proved in [45]. So the elements of H satisfy the dening
















































;  > m+ 1

















































































Now, one can get the Gauss decomposition of H in the same way as it was done for




















: : : h
()


























are invertible; note that G
m+n
is just the quantum determinant of H (we will denote it
by D
H
). Further, for the ordered set I = f
1
< : : : < 
r
g and J = f
1
























































are elements of H
U
. They














































































































where  is an arbitrary product of h

with m+ 1  ;   m+ n. Then, one can prove










= 0; for L = fm+ 1; : : : g; 8N (4:32)








= 0 : (4:33)















= 0 : (4:34)

























)F = 0 : (4:36)
Thus, we have proved that the right action of X
+
I
on the strictly lower and diagonal




on the strictly upper diagonal matrices in the Gauss decomposition of T is nontrivial.































































































Now we give the action of K in both cases m 6= n and m = n.









































; L = fm+ 1; : : : g 8N (4:40c)














































































; L = fm+ 1; : : : g 8N (4:42c)





































Thus, we have shown that right action of the Cartan generators is scalar on all entries







are the q-analogues of the strictly lower triangular






are the q-analogues of the





the q-analogues of the diagonal supermatrices of GL(m=n). In the following we shall need
their commutation relations. Since these are rather lengthy they are given in Appendix C.
Clearly one can replace the basis of A in terms of T
JL



















































































































































and we are using the normal ordering similar to [41], namely, we rst put the elements Y
ij











in lexicographic order, then the elements Z

in lexicographic order, then
the elements D
I
and F , then the elements V










), then the elements 
i
in antilexicographic
order, nally, the elements U
ij
in antilexicographic order. Note that the basis includes the






Finally, we should note that the commutation relations in Appendix C are given in antic-
ipation of this basis.
5. Representations of U and U
0
We have already seen that the basis introduced in (4:44) has the necessary right covariance
properties we mentioned earlier. Thus, we consider a candidates for our representation

































We impose now right covariance with respect to X
+
I






)' = 0: (5:2)
This means that our functions ' do not depend on W
IJ
, since (5.2) is fullled automat-
ically for the other elements of the basis, as we saw in the previous Section. Thus, the
































































' if m = n (5:4c)
where r
I















F if m = n (5:5c)
17
and the actions of K
I







































































' if m = n (5:6d)








































































; if m = n (5:7d)
This means that r
I
; r^; ~r 2 ZZ and there is no summation in k
I
































) if m = n (5:8b)









































































































) if m = n
(5:10b)
18
Next we shall give the U representation (left) action  on '. Besides the action of







































































































































































































































































































































if m 6= n
u 
j


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F if m 6= n
u
 m









)F = F (5:16f)
Now we note that from (5:14), (5:15), (5:16) we have the important consequence




, F are not changed by the action of U . Thus, the
parameters r
I
and r^ (or ~r) indeed characterize the action of U , i.e., we have obtained
representations of U .
 Thus, by formulae (5:11), (5:12), (5:13), (5:14), (5:15), (5:16), we have given the
induced representations of U labelled by the m + n integer numbers r
I
and r^ (or ~r)
and acting in the space of formal power series of (m + n)(m+ n  1)=2 non-commuting
variables, of which the mn variables  
i






Remark: For u = q = 1 our representations coincide with the holomorphic representations





is the strictly upper diagonal supergroup of G. That is why
we call our representations induced. }
To obtain our representation more explicitly one is using these formulae together with





































We notice from (5:16) that U
0
acts trivially on F . Thus, the action of U
0
involves
only the parameters r
I
, I m+n 1. On the other hand by (5:17) we see that the action




= r^ if m 6= n ; ~r
0
= ~r if m = n). Thus we can









Note that in order to enforce this condition it is also necessary that F commutes with all
generators, and the conditions for this which follow from the explicit commutation relation
in Appendix C are just conditions (2.11).
21




(sl(m=n)). Thus, the reduced














































 Thus, by formulae (5:11), (5:12), (5:13), (5:14), (5:15), we have given the induced
representations of U
0
labelled by the m + n   1 integer numbers r
I
. For u = q = 1
our representations coincide with the standard holomorphic representations induced from
B and acting on the coset G=B.
To obtain the representations more explicitly one is using these formulae together with











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Finally, since the action of U
0






















using the intertwining operator:










We denote the representation space of ' by C
r
















follow from the intertwining requirement for I [40]:
~ I = I  : (5:28)
In particular, we have:
~(K
I

















































































 We nish by noting that the functions ~' have the important advantage that the
representation action ~ can be extended to arbitrary complex r
I
. This is seen, e.g., from
(5.29).
6. Outlook
The representations constructed in this paper will have many applications. The most
interesting ones seem to be connected with the case of the multiparameter quantum con-
formal supergroup which is a real form of U
0
for m = 4, i.e., U
uq
(sl(4=N)). In this case
the non-commuting variables Y
ij
contain a deformation of Minkowski space (as in [46])
which together with the variables  
i
will give a deformation of N-extended Minkowski
24
superspace. Following [47] we shall analyze the reducibility of our representations and
construct intertwining dierential operators on them.
Acknowledgments. The authors are grateful for hospitality at the Abdus Salam Inter-
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Appendix A. Basis for the case m=n=1




















where we suppose now that there exists an element a
 1
:





b ;   = ca
 1
(A.2b)
The commutation relation between the old generators are
ab = pba; db = pbd
ac = qca; dc = qcd

















It is central and group-like element, and we suppose that it has an inverse (D)
 1
. The
commutation relations between the new generators fA;D;; g are
A = pA; D = pD
A  = q A; D  = q D











of A and D, respectively.




The coalgebra structure is given by
(A) = A 
A + A
  A








































































() =   D; 
A
( ) =  D  (A.9d)
where
 = 1   q
 1
D  (A.10)
Now let us write explicitly the right action on the old and new basis. For the basis



































































































































































































































































































Appendix B. Basis for the case m=2,n=1

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and h = g=u
2






































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix C. Commutation relations of the new basis













. The indices used below obey i < j < k < l  m and m + 1   <  <  <































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































;F commute with each others.
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